Supplement. This section describes the surface-only model results including comparison statistics, and the relationship between humpback whale counts and oceanographic variables. For both models, the tenfold cross-validation results are provided as well as the standard error of the prediction and coefficient of variation results. As supplementary information, the yearly prediction maps for the surface + midwater model have been included. Table S1 . Surface-only model results. Results of the final surface-only model including all retained habitat and detection variables, including model fitting, Vuong tests, validation and comparison statistics (n = 2071). Habitat variables significant in the initial model were retained in the final models whether significant or not (see 'Materials and methods'). The surface-only model included Year as categorical variable and Month as quadratic variable.
. Surface-only model results. Results of the final surface-only model including all retained habitat and detection variables, including model fitting, Vuong tests, validation and comparison statistics (n = 2071). Habitat variables significant in the initial model were retained in the final models whether significant or not (see 'Materials and methods') Table S3 . 
